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The dynamics of complex molecules can be directly probed by inelastic neutron scattering experi-
ments. However, many of the underlying dynamical processes may exist on similar timescales, which
makes it difficult to assign processes seen experimentally to specific structural rearrangements. Here,
we show how Markov models can be used to connect structural changes observed in molecular dy-
namics simulation directly to the relaxation processes probed by scattering experiments. For this,
a conformational dynamics theory of dynamical neutron and X-ray scattering is developed, follow-
ing our previous approach for computing dynamical fingerprints of time-correlation functions [F.
Noé, S. Doose, I. Daidone, M. Löllmann, J. Chodera, M. Sauer, and J. Smith, Proc. Natl. Acad.
Sci. U.S.A. 108, 4822 (2011)]. Markov modeling is used to approximate the relaxation processes
and timescales of the molecule via the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of a transition matrix between
conformational substates. This procedure allows the establishment of a complete set of exponential
decay functions and a full decomposition into the individual contributions, i.e., the contribution of
every atom and dynamical process to each experimental relaxation process. © 2013 AIP Publishing
LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4824070]

I. INTRODUCTION

Neutron spectroscopy (dynamic neutron scattering)
probes time correlations on the sub pico- to microsec-
ond timescales (0.1–106 ps) and is sensitive to motions
on the atomic, molecular, and intermolecular length scales
(1–103 Å). This kind of spectroscopy has been extensively
used to investigate the dynamics of a variety of soft-matter
molecular and biomolecular systems, including polymers,
proteins, and membranes.2–8 However, the interpretation of
neutron spectroscopic data from complex molecular systems
can be difficult owing to the large number of dynamical pro-
cesses contributing to the underlying correlation functions.
In the absence of a theoretical model, experimentalists are
limited to fitting the data with an arbitrary set of exponen-
tial decay functions or an equivalent representation such as a
stretched exponential, leading to a description in terms of a
set of poorly characterized relaxation processes with charac-
teristic timescales.

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulation can improve data
interpretation, because neutron scattering functions can be di-
rectly computed from the MD trajectories.9–12 This guides the
process of functional fitting by providing an “ab initio” de-
rived set of conformational changes or structural processes
and allowing the decomposition of spectral data into its vari-
ous components that are distinguishable, such as rotation, dif-
fusion, and intramolecular contributions.13, 14 However, there
are two practical limitations. First of all, neutron scattering
signals are ensemble averages, and thus their computation is
limited by the sampling problem. In order to generate an un-

biased ensemble for calculating the time correlation function
probed by neutron scattering, a direct MD simulation needs
to be a multiple of the slowest detectable relaxation time in
the system. Second, even when the experimentally measur-
able signal can be computed from MD simulation trajecto-
ries, the interpretation of the signal is unclear. The time cor-
relation functions probed by neutron scattering often involve
a variety of relaxation timescales that are characteristic of the
molecule, but which structural processes are these relaxation
timescales assigned to?

Both the above difficulties can be overcome by com-
bining Markov models13, 15–18 with dynamical fingerprint
analysis.1, 19 In the Markov modeling approach, one dis-
cretizes the conformation space of the molecule into small
sets (microstates), and uses MD simulation data to com-
pute transition probabilities between microstates. An advan-
tage of this approach is that slow kinetics can be computed
with short trajectories and thus even systems with relaxation
times longer than the affordable trajectory length are within
reach.1, 20–22 Markov models have been applied to peptide
dynamics,18, 23–25 protein folding,1, 20, 21, 26 native-state pro-
tein dynamics,1, 20–22, 27 and protein-ligand binding.28, 29 See
Refs. 30–32 for a review of Markov models,33 for an overview
of the methodology and34, 35 for software to construct Markov
models from MD simulation data.

Dynamical fingerprints1, 19 is a theory of computational
spectroscopy. The theory provides a way to compute a spec-
troscopic signal that probes the equilibrium kinetic relax-
ations of a molecule (such as a time-correlation function)
in terms of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the Markov
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model transition matrix. In contrast to directly computing the
time-correlation function from the MD trajectory, this ap-
proach yields a direct mapping between the experimentally
observable relaxation timescales and amplitudes and an ex-
plicit description of the structural transitions involved. Thus,
one is able to fully interpret the dynamical features observed
in a spectroscopic signal by assigning structural transitions
to them. Furthermore, dynamical fingerprint theory also pro-
vides a way of designing experiments so as to optimally probe
desired individual relaxation processes.1

Here we generalize and extend the dynamical fingerprint
theory in two ways. First, we provide a formulation of the
dynamical fingerprint theory in terms of the exact conforma-
tional dynamics of the molecular system studied. This way,
most of the equations given here are generally valid, and are
also applicable if approaches other than Markov models are
used to approximate the molecular kinetics. Markov models
are introduced only at the end, in order to approximate the
equations derived in the theory part, and the discretization er-
rors introduced by Markov modeling are discussed. Second,
we reformulate the quantities of dynamical scattering—the
intermediate scattering function, the dynamic structure fac-
tor, and the dynamic susceptibility—in terms of conforma-
tional dynamics. This results in a one-to-one relationship be-
tween a relaxation process of the neutron spectrum and the
corresponding relaxation process computable by a Markov
model. Besides neutron scattering, which we will focus on,
the approach is also applicable to dynamic (inelastic) X-ray
scattering.

In Paper II,36 the theoretical approach developed here
is illustrated by reconciling MD simulations of the well-
studied alanine dipeptide37–42 with neutron scattering data via
a Markov model. The paper demonstrates how experimentally
observable processes can be assigned to individual structural
transitions, thus opening the door to studying more complex
molecular systems in detail.

II. X-RAY AND NEUTRON SCATTERING

Although dynamic neutron scattering experiments are
more commonly performed than dynamic X-ray scattering ex-
periments, we emphasize here that the formalism is valid for
both.

A. Intermediate scattering function F(q,!)

Dynamic X-ray and neutron scattering experiments usu-
ally measure the dynamic structure factor, S(q,!), where q
is the momentum exchange and ! is related to the energy
transfer E = ¯!. S(q,!) is the time-frequency Fourier trans-
form of the non-normalized intermediate scattering function,
F (q,!),2, 43 which can be decomposed into an incoherent and
a coherent scattering function:

F (q, " ) = Finc(q, " ) + Fcoh(q, " ),

Finc(q, " ) =
!

#

b#,cohb
!
#,inc"e#i"q,r# (t)$ei"q,r# (t+" )$$t , (1)

Fcoh(q, " ) =
!

#,$

b#,cohb
!
$,coh"e#i"q,r# (t)$ei"q,r$ (t+" )$$t ,

where "q, r#(t)$ is the scalar product between the scatter-
ing vector, q, and the time-dependent Cartesian coordinate,
r#(t), for atom #. " · $t denotes an average over time t which,
for an ergodic system, is equivalent to the ensemble aver-
age. The atomic prefactor, b# , is different for X-ray and neu-
tron scattering and also different for coherent and incoherent
scattering.

In neutron scattering b# is the atomic scattering length,
which is different for each isotope and independent of |q|. The
variation of the atomic scattering length due to isotopic distri-
bution and spin orientation gives rise to coherent and incoher-
ent scattering, which is described by two distinct scattering
lengths for each isotope type, bneutron, coh and bneutron, inc.44 Co-
herent scattering arises from the constructive interference of
the atomic scattering amplitudes from all atoms, and contains
information on interatomic distances and motions, while in-
coherent scattering is due to self-interference of atomic scat-
tering amplitudes, and contains information on the dynamic
properties of individual atoms. The intermediate scattering
function, F (q, " ), can be directly calculated from MD trajec-
tories by using Eq. (1). # and $ enumerate individual atoms
whose positions are specified by their time-dependent posi-
tion vectors, r#(t) and r$(t), respectively.

In X-ray scattering b# represents the form factor of the
respective atom and can be approximated by a series of
Gaussians:45

bx#ray,coh(q) =
!

i

cie#di |q|2,

where the set of ci and di are empirically derived constants.
If the scattering particles in the experimental sample

have no preferred orientation, then the intermediate scatter-
ing function must be orientationally averaged:

F (q, " ) = "F (q, " )$q, (2)

where q = |q| and " · $q denotes the average overall scatter-
ing vectors with fixed length q. Note that we do not treat the
effect of rigid-body translation or rotation on the dynamical
scattering signal here. Thus, we assume that the sample is in a
dense medium such as a powder, where diffusion is inhibited,
or that rigid-body motions have been subtracted.

B. Dynamic structure factor S(q,!) and dynamic
susceptibility " !!(q,!)

Dynamic X-ray and neutron scattering experiments usu-
ally measure the dynamic structure factor, i.e., the Fourier
transform of F (q, " ):

S(q,!) = 1
2%

" %

#%
F (q, " )e#i!"d". (3)

Both X-ray and coherent neutron scattering experi-
ments commonly yield the coherent dynamic structure fac-
tor Scoh(q,!), while incoherent neutron scattering provides
Sinc(q,!):

Sinc(q,!) = 1
2%

" %

#%
Finc(q, " )e#i!"d", (4)
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Scoh(q,!) = 1
2%

" %

#%
Fcoh(q, " )e#i!"d". (5)

Sinc(q,!) can also be used to calculate the dynamic suscep-
tibility & &&

inc(q,!) for analyzing inelastic neutron scattering
spectra as

& &&
inc(q,!) = Sinc(q,!)

nB(!) + 1
, (6)

where nB(!) = (e¯!/kT # 1)#1 (for neutron energy loss) is the
Bose temperature factor. The dynamic susceptibility allows
the characteristic relaxation time, tr, of a molecular structural
process to be estimated from a peak, !max, in the frequency
spectrum46 (see below for details).

C. Instrumental resolution and corrections

At finite instrumental energy resolution, '!, the experi-
mentally accessible scattering function in !-space is the con-
volution of S(q,!) with the instrumental resolution function
R(!; '!):

S(q,!; '!) = S(q,!) ' R(!; '!)

=
" %

#%
S(q,! # !&) R(!&; '!) d!&.

In order to mimic a typical experimental resolution function,
here the computed S(q,!) is convoluted with a Gaussian
function

S(q,!) = 1
2%

" %

#%
F (q, " )e#i!" e# "2

2c2 d",

where c determines the width of the Gaussian function. For
a given instrument, only frequencies that are significantly
higher than c#1 are clearly observable.

III. CONFORMATIONAL DYNAMICS AND DYNAMICAL
SCATTERING

A. Conformational dynamics

We briefly sketch the main mathematical ideas underly-
ing the general formalism for describing conformational dy-
namics in terms of the states. The mathematical groundwork
for this was laid in Refs. 47 and 48, and the current conforma-
tional dynamics method has been formalized by Schütte and
co-workers.15

It is assumed that the molecular system studied lives in
a continuous state space ( consisting of positions and mo-
menta. Its time evolution x(t) obeys the following properties:

1. x(t) is a Markov process in the full state space (, i.e., the
instantaneous change in x only depends on the current
value of x and not its history.

2. x(t) is ergodic, i.e., all states of ( can be reached in an
infinitely long trajectory and are visited with a probabil-
ity given by the Boltzmann distribution:

µ(x) = Z($)#1 exp (#$H (x)) . (7)

3. x(t) is reversible, i.e., the conditional probability density
of being in state y in time t + " given that the system

is in state x at time t, p(x, y; " ), fulfills the condition of
detailed balance:

µ(x) p(x, y; " ) = µ(y) p(y, x; " ). (8)

These conditions are fulfilled by many dynamical models
frequently used to simulate molecular dynamics, such as
properly thermostatted dynamics or Hybrid Monte Carlo.
Langevin dynamics and several other thermostatted dynamics
do not obey Eq. (8) but instead obey a generalized detailed
balance condition. Generalized detailed balance is also suit-
able for conformation dynamics, but leads to a complication
of the formalism that we will not pursue here.

We can then perform the following, at this stage purely
formal trick and describe the evolution of the dynamics in
terms of an ensemble distribution )t (x):

)t+" (y) = P (" ))t (x) =
"

dx )t (x)p(x, y; " ). (9)

This means that when )t (x) is the probability distribution of
molecules in the ensemble at time t, then )t+" (x) is the prob-
ability distribution of the ensemble at a later time t + " . The
evolution of the probability density is described by the opera-
tor P(" ). The important fact of this equation is that the same
operator P(" ) holds at all times t and that it is a linear oper-
ator, i.e., a mathematically simple object, which allows us to
propagate to arbitrarily long times by repeated usage:

)t+"1+"2 = P("1)P("2))t = P("1 + "2))t (10)

and so on. The purpose of Markov models is to discretize state
space ( such that P(" ) can be approximated by a matrix and
)t (x) can be approximated by a vector, such that the equations
above are well approximated. However, this discretization in-
volves an approximation error that will be discussed later on.
In this section, we will concentrate on the exact propagator
and its properties, and then express the dynamical scattering
quantities in terms of the Markov propagator.

Figure 1 (taken from Ref. 33) illustrates how P(" ) op-
erates on a one-dimensional example. Figure 1(a) shows a
potential energy landscape with associated Boltzmann den-
sity µ(x). Figure 1(b) is an illustration of the transition den-
sity p(x, y; " ) governing the operator P(" ): the horizontal
and vertical axes correspond to the coordinate x and the color
coding quantifies how much probability density is transported
between two points x in a time " . The dark color blocks
near the diagonal correspond to the fact that there is a high
probability of moving around within an energy basin, while
the white colors in off-diagonal regions correspond to the
fact that there is a small probability of jumping between the
basins.

For the present paper, the essential properties of P(" ) are
its eigenvalues and eigenfunctions. P fulfills the following
eigenvalue equations:

P(" )*i = +i(" )*i . (11)

We sort eigenvalues by decreasing magnitude, and find that
the largest eigenvalue is +1(" ) = 1, and it is dominant and
unique. It is easy to see that its eigenfunction *1, when
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(a) (b)

(c)

(d) (e)

FIG. 1. (a) Potential energy function with four metastable states and corresponding stationary density µ(x). (b) Density plot of the transfer operator for a
simple diffusion-in-potential dynamics defined in the range ( = [ # 1, 1] (see supplementary material of Ref. 33), black and red colors indicate a high
transition probability, and white indicates vanishing transition probability. Of particular interest is the nearly block-diagonal structure, where the transition
density is large within blocks allowing rapid transitions within metastable basins, and small or nearly zero for jumps between different metastable basins. (c)
Eigenvalues of the transfer operator. The gap between the four metastable processes (+i ( 1) and the fast processes is clearly visible. (d) The four dominant
eigenfunctions of the operator P(" ), *1, . . . , *4, which indicate the associated dynamical processes. The first eigenfunction is associated with the stationary
process, the second to a transition between A + B ) C + D and the third and fourth eigenfunction to transitions between A ) B and C ) D, respectively. (e)
The eigenfunctions weighted with the µ(x)#1. Reprinted with permission from J.-H. Prinz et al., J. Chem. Phys. 134, 174105 (2011). Copyright 2011 American
Institute of Physics.

properly normalized, corresponds to the stationary density
*1 = µ

P(" )µ = µ.

All other eigenvalues have norms smaller than 1 and their
eigenfunctions correspond to dynamical relaxation processes.
Assuming the Markov property (discussed in Eq. (34)) and
applying it towards Eq. (11) one can show that the eigenval-
ues +i(" ) decay exponentially in " , and thus each eigenpair
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can be associated with a relaxation timescale ti, or a relax-
ation rate , i, via

+i(" ) = e#"/ti = e#,i" . (12)

The smaller the eigenvalue +i, the smaller the relaxation
timescale ti; the larger the relaxation rate , i, the faster the
corresponding process decays.

To understand the interplay of multiple relevant eigen-
values and eigenvectors let us review again Fig. 1 which
shows the diffusion dynamics on an energy landscape with
four basins (A, B, C, D) and high intervening energy barriers.
Figure 1(c) shows the 12 largest eigenvalues of the transition
matrix in Fig. 1(b). There is one eigenvalue, +1, which is equal
to one, followed by three eigenvalues, +2 to +4, which are
close to one. These four dominant eigenvaluesare separated
by a gap from the remaining eigenvalues. Hence, the transi-
tion matrix consists of a stationary process, three slow pro-
cesses and many processes which decay quickly. After a few
time steps, only the four dominant processes contribute to the
evolution of the probability vector. How these processes alter
this vector is determined by the shape of the corresponding
eigenvectors.

In addition to the eigenfunctions *i, we will sometimes
need the weighted eigenvectors - i. *i and - i are related by

*i(x) = µ(x)-i(x),

- i can also be understood as the eigenfunctions of the transfer
operator, which is a weighted version of the propagator.15

Figures 1(d) and 1(e) show the four dominant eigen-
functions (both *i and the weighted version - i). The first
eigenfunction corresponds to the stationary process and is,
therefore, either the stationary distribution (*1), or constant
(-1). The second eigenvector corresponds to the slowest
process and has positive signs in regions A and B and
negative signs in regions C and D. This shape effectively
moves probability density across the largest barrier in the en-
ergy surface. Since the eigenvector is approximately constant
within the combined region (A,B) and (C,D) left and right
of the barrier, it does not alter the relative probability dis-
tribution within these regions. The third eigenvector, analo-
gously, moves density between A and B, the fourth between
C and D.

The transition density p(x, y; " ) can be represented as an
expansion of eigenfunctions, using the eigenvalues as coeffi-
cients. Here we directly give the expansion of the correlation
density, c(x, y; " ) = µ(x)p(x, y; " ), which is the joint proba-
bility of finding the system in state x at time t and in state y at
time t + " :

c(x, y; " ) =
%!

k=1

+k(" )*k(x)*k(y). (13)

The intermediate scattering functions given in Eq. (1) are time
correlation functions. In order to rewrite the dynamical scat-
tering quantities such that they are computable with Markov
models, it is essential that we will be able to represent time
correlation functions in terms of conformational dynamics
quantities. Generally, a time-correlation function between ob-

servables f (x) and g(x) is given by

"ftgt+" $t = lim
T *%

1
T # "

" T #"

t=0
f (x(t))f (x(t + " )),

and, using ergodicity, this can be rewritten in terms of a dou-
ble integral over the state at time t and the state at time t + " ,
using the correlation density as a probability weight. Employ-
ing the spectral decomposition (13), we arrive at

"ftgt+" $t =
"

dx
"

dyf (x)c(x, y; " )g(y)

=
%!

k=1

+k(" )
"

dx
"

dyf (x)*k(x)*k(y)g(y)

=
%!

k=1

+k(" )"f,*k$"g,*k$. (14)

B. Conformational dynamics representation
of the intermediate scattering function F(q, # )

The fundamental observable for scattering experiments is
described by the atomic scattering amplitude, a(q, x):

a#(q, x) = b#e#i"q,r# (x)$

in which the time-dependent Cartesian coordinate, r#(t), for
atom # is expressed as a state-dependent Cartesian coordi-
nate, r#(x), which requires the description in terms of a state
space. Mapping a#(q, x) onto the state vector *k(x), leads to
quantities describing the scattering amplitude of atom # in re-
laxation process k:

ak#(q) = "a#(q, x),*k(x)$. (15)

The incoherent intermediate scattering function (Row 2 in
Eq. (1)) can be rewritten using Eqs. (14) and (15) as

Finc(q, " ) =
!

#

b2
#,inc"e#i"q,r# (t)$ei"q,r# (t+" )$$t

=
%!

k=1

e#,k"
!

#

"b#,ince#i"q,r# (x)$,*k(x)$

+ "b!
#,incei"q,r# (x)$,*k(x)$

=
%!

k=1

e#,k"
!

#

ainc
k# (q)ainc!

k# (q)

=
%!

k=1

e#,k"Ainc
k (q) (16)

with

Ainc
k (q) =

!

#

ainc
k# (q)ainc!

k# (q) =
!

#

##ainc
k# (q)

##2
. (17)
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For the coherent case, we analogously obtain

Fcoh(q, " ) =
%!

k=1

e#,k"
!

#,$

"b#,cohe#i"q,r# (x)$,*k(x)$

+ "b!
$,cohei"q,r$ (x)$,*k(x)$

=
%!

k=1

e#,k"

$!

#

"b#,cohe#i"q,r# (x)$,*k(x)$
%

+
$ !

$

"b!
$,cohei"q,r$ (x)$,*k(x)$

%

=
%!

k=1

e#,k"
!

#

acoh
k# (q)

!

$

acoh!
k$ (q)

=
%!

k=1

e#,k"Acoh
k (q), (18)

where the amplitude of process k in the intermediate scatter-
ing function is given by

Acoh
k (q) =

$ !

#

acoh
k# (q)

%$ !

$

acoh
k$ (q)

%!
(19)

=
!

#,$

acoh
k# (q)acoh!

k$ (q). (20)

The total intermediate scattering function is given by the
sum of incoherent and coherent scattering, with the total
amplitudes Ak(q):

F (q, " ) =
%!

k=1

e#,k"
&
Ainc

k (q) + Acoh
k (q)

'

=
%!

k=1

e#,k"Ak(q). (21)

The following features of this representation are
interesting:! F (q, " ) is completely described by a sum of individual

exponential decay functions with individual relaxation
times tk or rates ,k (Eq. (29)).! The eigenvalues and eigenfunctions in Eq. (21) associ-
ated with slow timescales can be approximated with a
Markov model analysis of a molecular dynamics sim-
ulation (see Sec. IV). The duality of the eigenvalues
and eigenfunctions allows us to clearly assign a spe-
cific structural conformational transition to each relax-
ation time, tk.! The amplitudes a#k(q) with which each atom # con-
tributes to the visibility in the experiment of process k
depends on the overlap of the configuration-dependent
scattering intensity b#e#i"q,r# (x)$ with the eigenfunction
*k. Thus, if an atom significantly changes its scattering
intensity along the conformational transition described
by eigenfunction *k, it will significantly contribute to
the amplitude with which this term appears in the mul-
tiexponential decay (21).

! The contribution of each atom to any given relaxation
process for incoherent scattering can be identified be-
cause Ainc

k is a simple sum over atoms.! Since k = 1 corresponds to the equilibrium distribu-
tion, Acoh

1 and Ainc
1 instantly provide information about

the elastic structure factor (ESF).

If the scattering particles in the experimental sample have
no preferred orientation, then the intermediate scattering
function must be orientationally averaged according to
Eq. (2). This can be carried out at the level of the individual
atomistic scattering terms:

Āinc
k =

!

#

(
ainc

k# (q)ainc!
k# (q)

)
q, (22)

Ācoh
k =

!

#,$

(
acoh

k# (q)acoh!
k$ (q)

)
q, (23)

Āk = Āinc
k + Ācoh

k , (24)

where " · $q indicates the averaging over orientations. Thus,
we obtain the orientationally averaged intermediate scattering
functions, expressed in terms of propagator eigenvalues and
eigenfunctions:

F (" ) =
%!

k=1

e#,k" Āk,

Finc(" ) =
%!

k=1

e#,k" Āinc
k ,

Fcoh(" ) =
%!

k=1

e#,k" Ācoh
k .

C. Conformational dynamics representation
of the dynamic structure factor S(q,!)

Since F (q, " ) can be represented as a sum of exponen-
tial decay functions, the dynamic structure factor, S(q,!), can
also be directly represented by properties of the MSM.

S(q,!) = 1
2%

" %

#%
d" e#i!"R(" ; c)

%!

k=1

+k(" )Ak(q)

= 1
2%

A1(q)F {R(" ; c)} (25)

+ 1
2%

%!

k=2

Ak(q)F{e#,k"R(" ; c)}, (26)

where A1(q) is the elastic component, corresponding to
+1 = 1. We use the common Gaussian resolution func-
tion R(", c) = e#" 2/c2

, obtaining the transformed Gaussian
function:

F {R(", c)} =
" %

#%
R(", c) e#i!"d"

=
,

2%c e#(c!)2/2. (27)

Furthermore, we assume that the instrument is capable of well
resolving all relaxation processes present. Quantitatively, this
means we assume c - tk for all terms k > 1, resulting in
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R(" = tk; c) = e#t2
k /c2 ( 1. Therefore, we only need to find

the Fourier transform of a single-exponential relaxation for
each term k > 1, which turns out to be a Lorentzian function:

F
*
e#"/tk

+
=

" %

#%
e#,k" e#i!"d"

= 2,k

!2 + ,2
k

. L(,k,!). (28)

Using Eqs. (27) and (28) in Eq. (25) results in

S(q,!) (
,

c

2%
A1(q)e# c2!2

2 + 1
2%

%!

k=2

Ak(q)L(,k,!).

(29)

The incoherent and coherent parts of S, and the orientationally
averaged versions of S are directly obtained by substituting
the corresponding versions of the amplitudes Ak.

D. Conformational dynamics representation
of the dynamic susceptibility " !!(q,!)

Finally, we consider the dynamic susceptibility,
& &&

inc(q,!), which can also be directly represented in terms of
the propagator eigenvalues and eigenfunctions:

& &&
inc(q,!) = Sinc(q,!)

nB(!) + 1

= A1(q)
,

c

2%
(1 # e# ¯!

kB T )e# c2!2
2 (30)

+
m!

k=2

Ak(q)
%

L(,k,!)
nB(!) + 1

. (31)

As noted above, the local maxima of & &&
inc in ! are useful

for determining the relaxation rates of the underlying molec-
ular dynamics. To see this, we consider the individual dynam-
ical terms of & &&

inc:

& &&
k (q,!) = Ak(q)

%

L(,k,!)
nB(!) + 1

.

Taking the derivative with respect to ! yields

d& &&
k (q,!)
d!

= 2Ak(q)
¯
&
,2

k + w2
'
# 2 e¯!/kT #1

e¯!/kT kT !

%,kkT
&
,2

k + w2
'2

and choosing ! = ,k yields

d& &&
k (q,!)
d!

####
!=,k

= Ak(q)
¯,k

kT
# e¯,k/kT #1

e¯,k/kT

%,4
k

.

¯,k/kT is a small number. We can thus make the approxima-
tion e¯,k/kT ( 1 + ¯,k/kT , resulting in

e¯,k/kT # 1
e¯,k/kT

( ¯,k/kT

1 + ¯,k/kT
( ¯,k

kT

and thus
d& &&

k (q,!)
d!

####
!=,

( 0.

Therefore, to a very good approximation, the maxima of & &&

indicate the relaxation rates ,k of the molecule.

IV. MARKOV STATE MODELS

Markov state models (MSM) describe the kinetic infor-
mation harvested from Molecular Dynamics (MD) simula-
tions in terms of a transition matrix between conformational
substates. We briefly summarize the Markov model approach,
following the more extensive theoretical description in
Ref. 33. We then transfer the results of Sec. III to MSM quan-
tities and show how the dynamical scattering functions F, S,
and & && can be practically calculated from an MD simulation,
in such a way that detailed insight into the individual relax-
ation processes is obtained. This approach readily facilitates a
decomposition of the neutron or X-ray scattering spectra into
different components, each of which is associated with a spe-
cific intramolecular transition process.

MD simulations produce trajectories, given by the Carte-
sian coordinates of particles in time and space. For molecular
systems, the motion can be decomposed into translational, ro-
tational, and internal dynamics, where the latter can be con-
veniently described in the framework of Markov models. The
reason for using a Markov model is that it provides a means to
approximate the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the prop-
agator. It can be shown that Markov models use an ansatz for
basis functions which are then used to approximate the eigen-
functions and then finding the optimal linear coefficients for
representing them.49 While the most common basis sets used
are step functions that are constant on some clusters of molec-
ular conformations,15 scaled Gaussian functions50 and com-
mittor functions25, 51 have also been proposed.

A. Discrete-state Markov model

Here we will concentrate on the usual Markov model
approach that is based upon a discretization of the inter-
nal (molecular) conformational space into a set of substates
S = {(1, . . . , (n}. Such a discretization is typically obtained
by applying a data clustering method and subsequently per-
forming a Voronoi partitioning on the cluster centers.17 The n
+ n transition matrix T(" ) contains the conditional probabili-
ties Tij of finding the system in state j at time t + " given that
it was in state i at time t:

Tij = P (xt+" / (j | xt / (i)

= 1
%i

"

(i

dx µ(x)
"

(j

dy p(x, y; " )

with %i being the stationary probability of state i and is thus
a coarse-grained version of the propagator. Note that this ver-
sion of T(" ) is row-dominant, i.e., each row i contains the
probabilities of leaving state i for various target states, and
thus each row sum is 1. In other texts, especially in phys-
ical chemistry, one sometimes finds the column-dominant
transition matrix, which is just the transpose of the present
T(" ). Note also that some other approaches use rate matri-
ces K which are related to transition matrices via T(" ) =
exp("K).25, 51, 52 Rate matrices are appealing because they do
not use a lag time, " . However, it is rather difficult to esti-
mate rate matrices,25, 53, 54 and they are only meaningful for
a coarse, metastable partition of state space for which the
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notion of transition rates applies. For our purpose, T(" ) is
more useful than a rate matrix because it is compatible with
a fine partition of state space that is suited to approximate the
true propagator eigenfunctions *k with high precision.

Using the assumption of detailed balance, which holds
true for a system under equilibrium conditions, the eigenvalue
decomposition (EVD) of the transition matrix T(" ) yields

T(" )-̂k = +̂k(" )-̂k,

*̂kT(" ) = +̂k(" )*̂k,

where

*̂k = diag(%1, ...,%n)-̂k

relates the left and right eigenvectors. *̂ and -̂ are the coarse-
grained versions of the propagator eigenfunctions * and - ,
and therefore provide information about structural changes,
as illustrated in Fig. 1, while the corresponding eigenvalues,
+k, describe the estimated relaxation times:

t̂k = ,̂#1
k = # "

ln +̂k(" )
. (32)

Equation (32) provides an implied timescale, i.e., the
timescale that is implied by the estimated eigenvalue +̂k(" )
when the exponential decay of eigenvalues of Eq. (12) is di-
rectly applied to estimated quantities: +̂k = e#"/t̂i . However,
due to the discretization error of the Markov model, this ex-
ponential decay of eigenvalues will only be approximate, and
consequently the timescale t̂k will depend on the lag time,
" . Fortunately, increasing " reduces the approximation er-
ror of the eigenvalues55 and the implied timescales/rates.56

Thus, identifying the minimal lag time " at which the implied
timescales t̂k become approximately constant in " is a good
choice as a Markov model lagtime.13

Like the continuous propagator, a Markov model tran-
sition matrix allows probability vectors to be propagated in
time:

pT
t+" = pT

t T(" ), (33)

where pt is an n-dimensional row vector containing the prob-
abilities of finding the system in each of its n states at time t.
If the time evolution of the probabilities follows the Markov
property, then for longer time increments, n" , T(n" ) = Tn(" )
holds and Eq. (33) becomes

pT
t+n" = pT

t Tn(" ). (34)

Due to the approximation error of the Markov models,
Eq. (34) is only approximately correct. The propagation error
can be theoretically bounded by expressions given in Ref. 57,
but in practice the approximate correctness of Eq. (34) needs
to be systematically tested statistically. Approaches to this are
described in Refs. 25 and 33.

B. Approximation of eigenvalues and dynamical
scattering intensities

In order to approximate the dynamical scattering func-
tions with Markov models, we need to approximate the two
quantities relevant for computing the intermediate scattering

function via Eqs. (16) and (18): (1) the propagator eigenval-
ues +k(" ) and related timescales tk or rates ,k, and (2) the
atom-wise scattering intensities I#k, given by Eq. (15), which
depend on the propagator eigenfunctions *k. Here we discuss
deterministic approximation errors from the state space dis-
cretization involved in Markov model construction. Statistical
errors will be discussed below.

How well do the Markov model eigenvalues +̂k(" ) ap-
proximate the true propagator eigenvalues +k(" )? Analo-
gously, how well are the true relaxation timescales tk and rates
,k approximated by their Markov model counterparts t̂k and
,̂k? As described in Ref. 49, there is a variational principle in
conformational dynamics that states that the largest nontrivial
Markov model eigenvalue will always be an underestimate of
the true propagator eigenvalue:

+̂2(" ) 0 +2(" ). (35)

Hence, the relaxation timescale t2 will also be underestimated
while the relaxation rate ,2 will be overestimated. Reference
55 provides error bounds for the eigenvalue, and Ref. 56 pro-
vides a practically computable error estimate for the slowest
estimated relaxation rate ,̂2. The only situation in which the
estimation is exact, +̂2 = +2, is when the corresponding eigen-
function *2 is modeled by the Markov model without error.
This can only be achieved in the unpractical limit of an in-
finitely fine state space discretization, but can be achieved to
a very good approximation with relatively few states.57 When
the first k # 1 eigenfunctions are well approximated, the vari-
ational principle also applies to the kth eigenvalue

+̂k(" ) 0 +k(" ), (36)

and the error expressions for +̂2, t̂2, ,̂2 can be translated to +̂k ,
t̂k , ,̂k .

Let us turn to the approximation of the dynamical scat-
tering amplitudes a#k. We rewrite their definition in terms of
state space integrals over the subsets of state space, (s, be-
longing to each Markov model state, s.

I#k = "b#e#i"q,r# (x)$,*k(x)$

= b#

"
dxµ(x)-k(x)e#i"q,r# (x)$

= b#

n!

s=1

"

(s

dxµ(x)-k(x)e#i"q,r# (x)$.

We approximate -k with its Markov model approximation,
which is a step function with values -̂k,s that are constant on
Markov state s. The approximation thus reads

a#k ( b#

n!

s=1

-̂k,s

%s

%s

"

(s

dx µ(x)e#i"q,r# (x)$

= b#

n!

s=1

*̂k,s

"

(s

dx
µ(x)
%s

e#i"q,r# (x)$

= b#

n!

s=1

*̂k,s"e#i"q,r# (x)$$(s
. (37)

When molecular dynamics simulations are used, and ns sam-
ple configurations are available in state s, the expectation
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value is approximated by

"e#i"q,r# (x)$$(s
( 1

ns

ns!

j=1

e#i"q,r# (xj )$,

which involves statistical error, but no systematic bias pro-
vided that the MD implementation at hand itself samples the
Boltzmann distribution without bias. The only bias in the ap-
proximation of a#k comes from the approximation -̂k ( -k .
However, as already indicated by Fig. 1, the eigenfunctions
-k are approximately constant within the metastable states,
suggesting that a good approximation is indeed feasible.

The variational principle implies that when comparing
different state space partitions, and the statistical error is in-
significant, the state space partition that gives rise to the max-
imal eigenvalues +̂ (maximal timescales t̂ , minimal rates ,̂) is
best and should be chosen. That state space partition will also
provide a Markov model that best approximates the eigen-
functions *k with its eigenvectors, and therefore best approx-
imates the atom-wise dynamical scattering amplitudes I#k.

C. Dynamical scattering functions from MSM

Given a Markov model transition matrix T(" ), the dy-
namical scattering functions can be computed as follows:

1. Estimate the eigenvalues +̂k(" ) and the related relaxation
timescales t̂k = "/ ln +k(" ) and rates ,̂k = t#1

k .
2. Estimate the dynamical scattering intensities for all

atoms # via Eq. (37) for coherent and incoherent scat-
tering lengths.

3. Compute the scattering amplitudes via Eqs. (17) and
(19).

4. If desired, compute the orientationally averaged scatter-
ing amplitudes by approximating Eqs. (22) and (23) via
a sum over a large number of randomly generated orien-
tation vectors q.

5. Compute the incoherent, coherent, or total intermediate
scattering function F(" ) using Eqs. (16), (18), or (21),
respectively.

6. Compute the corresponding dynamic structure factor
S(!) using Eq. (25).

7. Compute the dynamic susceptibility & &&(!) using Eq. (6)

Besides the systematic approximation error discussed
above, the procedure outlined here will involve statistical er-
ror due to the fact that only a limited amount of MD simu-
lation data can be generated in practice. Fortunately, this sta-
tistical error can be quantified. The most important source of
error in MD simulations typically comes from the fact that
rare transitions between metastable states are poorly sam-
pled. This error will significantly affect the estimation of the
dominant eigenvalues +k, or timescales tk. We will not give a
complete overview of the literature to compute statistical er-
rors in Markov models here, but rather refer to one approach
that is most consistent with the framework of this paper:
Reference 58 provides a Monte Carlo procedure for es-
timating the statistical error of any quantity computed
from a Markov model transition matrix, including eigen-
values +k or the effect of the eigenvector uncertainty on

the dynamical scattering amplitudes a#k. This error estima-
tion is implemented in the EMMA package34 (available at
simtk.org/home/emma).

In Ref. 59 the error estimation framework was extended
to include the estimation error of local state estimates such
as involved in estimating the expression "e#i"q,r# (x)$$(s

in
Eq. (37). In many practical cases, however, this latter part of
the statistical error is rather small.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The present study outlines a strategy for rigorously de-
composing the quasielastic region of the scattering intensity
of neutron and X-ray spectra into individual components,
each corresponding to a single structural transition with an
associated exponential decay rate. Both the coherent and in-
coherent parts of neutron scattering are treated. This work
builds upon earlier findings that show that MSM can be ap-
plied to molecular dynamics simulation for the interpretation
of dynamic fluorescence spectroscopy experiments.1 Here, it
is shown that the same approach can also be applied to read-
ily interpret quasielastic neutron scattering experiments with
only a few, albeit important, modifications to the underlying
mathematical framework.

The use of MD-based Markov model is distinct from
other strategies for interpreting quasielastic neutron scattering
experiments, most of which depend on an analytical model
with fitted parameters.60–62 The MD Markov approach is rel-
atively assumption free and in its most basic form simply pro-
vides a transition matrix with the transition probabilities be-
tween the various configurations of the molecule.

The most important advantage of the present analysis
of scattering functions via Markov models over the direct
computation of the time-correlation functions (1) from
molecular dynamics simulations is that the experimentally
measurable signal with its observable relaxation rates ,k

and the related amplitudes Ak are separately obtained. Via
the duality of eigenvalues (that determine the relaxation
rates ,k) and eigenvectors (that determine the amplitudes Ak

and indicate the nature of the transition associated with rate
,k), one can then explicitly assign structural transitions to
experimentally measurable relaxation timescales.

In practice, most of the amplitudes Ak will be near zero.
Thus, even complicated kinetics may have the signature of
two- or three-state systems in a single given kinetic exper-
iment. Fortunately, dynamic neutron scattering experiments
permit changing the amplitudes Ak without changing the sys-
tem dynamics, by increasing or decreasing the dynamical
scattering intensity of selected atoms, I#k using isotope la-
beling. Therefore, dynamic neutron scattering offers a rather
direct approach to the experimental design strategy described
in Ref. 1: with MD simulation and a Markov model approx-
imation of the dynamics of the system at hand, a series of
m separate isotope labeling states can be proposed that opti-
mally probe the m slowest individual relaxations, each max-
imizing the relative amplitude of one of the dominant ampli-
tudes A1, . . . , Am.

For a practical illustration of the present methodol-
ogy, please refer to Paper II,36 which applies the theoretical
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approach in order to reconcile MD simulations of a solvated
peptide with neutron scattering experiments.
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